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LeadPages helps me create specific opt-in offers that pertain
to the affiliate product I am promoting.  I can also make
landing pages and content upgrades for affiliate campaigns.

I use Convertkit for my email list. I create sales funnels to
promote my affiliate offers, and build a relationship with my
readers. Convertkit allows me to create specific sequences
and tag users by their interests. 

I use Canva to create images within my blog posts that link to
my affiliate offers. Also, I make several images to promote on
social media platforms to increase my revenue. 

PrettyLinks is a free Wordpress plugin that lets you create
specific URL's for each of your affiliates. They make the links
look cleaner, and you can easily update your URL's if an
affiliate link changes without having to update your post.
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I use Timerlay to create urgency with my affiliate offers. You
can even place a timer on another site's landing page, and then
re-direct it once the timer runs out. I have seen a huge increase
in my revenue by adding urgency to the offer.

I use Google Sheets to keep track of all my affiliate partners. I
have a spreadsheet with the companies, links, specific notes
and commission information. This makes it easier when I need
to refer back to a campaign.

Pinterest is one of my top referrals for traffic, so I create specific
affiliate offers for that audience's interests. I also promote all of
my affiliate campaigns with pinnable images to increase my
revenue.

Each of the tools I listed helps me to consistently make passive income from my blog. I used to make
about $50 a month from affilaite campaigns now I make well over $7k every single month.

Making money with affiliates does not have to be difficult, nor do you have to be a salesperson.

It's about finding the right offer for your readers. Never promote something that you don't genuinely like
or use. Just be honest, and think of products or services that your audience would be interested in. 
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